
Ways to enjoy the day 
 

1. Enjoy a comfortable favorite large mug of coffee freshly ground. 
The smell of beans can take you to a peaceful happy place enjoy 
the first sip, and sigh; the day is good with simple pleasures  

2. Enjoy fresh cut Flowers whether it's from the garden or at the 
local store. The bright vibrant colors can bring a smile to your 
face. The smell his divine. Remember how the garden grows by 
God's amazing hand and design. What these Flowers wake up 
your senses like a spring day.  

3. Grab a fresh new book whether it's from the library or at a local 
store. If you don't like to read let it be a magazine. There's 
something about the smell of ink and nicely printed pages, that 
smell is warm and inviting. The stories within the pages can 
awaken your imagination. Savor every word.  

4. Strands of small lights. Maybe white ones. The dimness of those 
small lights has a calming way to them. The quietness of an 
evening maybe by the fire can bring peace that passes all 
understanding  

5. Sunny blue skies that meet the blue tones of the ocean and sand. 
The rushing waves that roll up on the beach like small sounds of 
Thunder. There's something dangerously peaceful about the 
ocean. It can envelope the largest building and wipe it out. But yet 
the creator of the universe tells the water it can only go so far. 
The simple joys rush over us like the power of those waves. May 
happiness meet you in this place.  

6. The cooing of a baby the simple noise can brighten your day and 
make you smile. The babies bright dancing eyes that can quench 
the mother soul. The smiles that are simple, can overflow our 
heart with the sweetness of this little child.  

7. The fellowship of a friend that can sense in here and know exactly 
what needs to be said at the right time . The same person knows 
when silence is needed with a glance of an eye nose you at their 
core of your being. This is the closest thing to the father that we 
have I love and understanding  

8. A gift that is a surprise for no reason at all. Yet somehow it's for 
the right reason. A humble blessing it is when someone takes the 
time to gift another to bring joy into their life just because.  



9. A surprise note or card in the mailbox or on your desk can bring 
a sweet smile and comfort to your heart at the right moment in 
time. there's something invaluable about knowing that a person 
took 10 minutes out of their time to grab a note pad of paper or 
even go to the store and buy a card and send it on its way to you 
at the right moment in time when you needed it. Be thankful for 
that blessing and don't forget to reciprocate  

 
10. Capturing moments with your camera, seeing a flower, a 

cloud, a child or something special that doesn't happen every day 
like a rainbow can bring us a simple pleasure. Take a moment and 
enjoy the creation and the creativity of the Father.   
 

11. Visiting with parents can bring sweet joy. There is nothing 
like a mother's heart overflowing with love when all her children 
her under one roof. This is incredibly special when the children 
have moved out of the house and are living on their own yet they 
come to visit. Take the time to gather together. Whether it's just 
having ice cream together or a dinner Anna spending a whole day 
together just because. It brings him mother comfort  
 

12. Treasured pieces of jewelry that are beautifully polished 
and created. Maybe it's a piece of jewelry from a family member 
or a friend. The memories will flood your mind and heart and you 
will feel close to that person, by just holding on to that treasured 
piece of designed jewelry made just for your heart and your mind.  
 

13. the joy of our furry friends. Maybe our four-legged friends 
aren't furry. But they're fun and they are loving.. The joy they 
bring is so simple. They can make you laugh and make you feel 
comfortable keep your pet a little kiss on the nose today.  
 

14. Good paper and pens can bring simple pleasures by 
doodling, writing a note to somebody special, Next time you 
write a note, savor each line and dot you draw. Imagine you are 
the greatest artist with your lettering, your doodles and your 
words. Somebody will appreciate everything that's on that 
paper!  
 



15. There's nothing like a brand-new journal. Fresh pages knew 
creases to open up then enjoy the blank pages that you will create 
memories within the walls of those paper pages.  
 

16. Music can bring the soul to life. It could be jazz, rock'n'roll, 
piano, opera, whatever style brings you joy and overflows your 
heart let that be your peaceful or fun place to enjoy daily  
 

17. The freshness of clean sheets and a freshly made bed. The 
clean smell the crispness of pulled tight sheets bring a piece and 
a good night's sleep. So tonight, fluff your pillows up spray a little 
lavender and enjoy the relaxation of your mattress your clean 
sheets and covers. And appreciate the comfort that you have.  
 

18. The diffusing smell of quality essential oils can heal the body 
of many things. Distressing the anxieties of the day, cleansing the 
nostrils from the pollution of the day. As you inhale the odor of 
the diffuser, taking deep breaths and exhale out. Do this for a few 
minutes and you will see how calm you become and how relaxed 
your mind will be. .  
 

19. When's the last time you took a warm bubble bath or a nice 
hot shower to calm your frazzled nerves …There's nothing like 
coming out of the bathroom cleansed relaxed and ready to start 
a fresh day or curl in bed for a sleepful night.  
 

20. And most important healer and anointing for the body soul 
and mind, is scripture and worship. May you find complete peace 
at worshiping the father and creator of the universe. The one who 
has you covered by the blood of Jesus. May he restore what's been 
lost. May he heal the brokenness within your soul and body. Trust 
Him. Release every anxiety and issue to him fully …. do not take 
it back…. let him have it so he can take care of it and fix the 
situation! He will know what you should do and nudge you along 
the way.    
 
 
 

 
 


